
Remove the phillips screws and the 10mm hex bolts securing 
the factory front license plate bracket and remove the bracket (if 
equipped).

TOOLS REQUIRED 

Apply masking tape to the chromed sections of the factory 
grille and the lower grille openings as shown, then measure in 
1/2” from the edge of the opening and draw a line using a 
sharpie marker or a grease pencil. Tape the factory emblem at 
this time to protect it from paint overspray.

Use a razor blade or X-Acto knife to trim the masking tape on 
the line drawn in the previous step.
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Carefully scuff the exposed chrome plating (that will be visible 
through the mesh grille for paint adhesion) using fine sandpaper
or a scotch brite pad.



Cut out and align the supplied template (last page of this man-
ual) and align it as shown, making sure the edges of the tem-
plate are even with the openings in the factory grille. Tape it into
place and use an awl or similar pointed tool to mark the hole lo-
cations. Untape the template, flip it over and mark the holes on 
the opposite side.

7. Use a .125” (1/8”) drill bit to drill through the marks made in the
previous step.

8. Install the supplied verticle side retainers using the #8 x 3/8” 
black truss head screws.

9. Paint the preinstalled ESNA half nuts black to conceal them 
from view.

10. Install the supplied .045” x .250” double faced tape to the back
of the lower grille surround and align the mesh section over 
the back of the surround and once properly aligned, press the 
mesh firmly into place to set the tape.



11.Align the lower mesh grille assembly into the lower factory 
grille opening and reach up through the opening directly un-
derneath the center of the grille and install a large black plastic 
washer and a #8-32 ESNA half nut and tighten until the 
washer no longer rotates.

12. Install the supplied torx pin head screws using the supplied 
Torx T-10 pin head tool and allow the screws to self tap into 
the bumper cover. IMPORTANT: Do not over tighten the 
screws or you will strip out the hole in the plastic!

14. Install the supplied 4 way mesh retainers and the supplied #4 
x 3/4” oval head screws into the upper holes first to hold the 
grille in proper alignment while installing the remaining 4 way 
mesh retainers and screws to secure the upper grille onto the 
factory grille.

15.Use long nosed pliers to crimp the 4 way mesh retainers 
around the mesh weave to keep the mesh tight.

16.Grind flush the top mounting surface of the front license plate 
bracket (if equipped) and reinstall it back onto the vehicle to 
finish the installation.
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